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Abstract

The main objective of this work is to improve the quality of the results produced by

the Internet search engines. In order to achieve it, the FIS-CRM model (Fuzzy Inter-

relations and Synonymy based Concept Representation Model) is proposed as a

mechanism for representing the concepts (not only terms) contained in any kind of

document. This model, based on the vector space model, incorporates a fuzzy read-

justment process of the term weights of each document. The readjustment lies on the

study of two types of fuzzy interrelations between terms: the fuzzy synonymy interre-

lation and the fuzzy generality interrelations (‘‘broader than’’ and ‘‘narrower than’’

interrelations). The model has been implemented in the FISS metasearcher (Fuzzy In-

terrelations and Synonymy based Searcher) that, using a soft-clustering algorithm

(based on the SISC algorithm), dynamically produces a hierarchical structure of groups

of ‘‘conceptually related’’ documents (snippets of web pages, in this case).
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1. Introduction

Most users of the Internet searchers often complain about the lack of quality

of the obtained results, and we are all used to have to filter the retrieved links in

order to identify the ones really related to the aim of our query. In this sense,

we can affirm that most of the resulting pages have no relevance to the user.

For example, if you try to find the related pages to ‘‘matrix’’, you should get

links about computers, medicine, anatomy, the film ‘‘Matrix’’. . ., but none
about arrays or vectors (assuming that computer science was the aim of our

search).
In a similar way, if you make a search with the word ‘‘sport’’ you will re-

trieve pages containing this word, but you will not retrieve some others that,

despite not containing this word, do contain other words ontologically related

to it, such as ‘‘basket’’ or ‘‘football’’.

In both cases, the lack of quality in the results is due to the fact that

searchers only consider lexicographical aspects when comparing the words of

the query with the words contained in the web documents, but do not take into

account the semantic aspects of them [1]. In this sense, this consideration would
clearly contribute to improve the development of the concept of Semantic Web

[2].

In order to provide a solution to this problem, lots of approaches have been

proposed in the last years, and many of them have been gathered in these very

interesting papers [3–5].

These approaches try to deal with the problem from different points of view,

and vary from the natural language processing trends to flexible and adaptive

systems approaches (most of them based on soft computing techniques),
passing through the vector space model based information retrieval (IR) sys-

tems and the ones based on fuzzy logic capabilities. In fact, we can find some

works that could be catalogued in various of these trends.

The analysis of the natural language [6] is an important field that, in fact,

underlies all of the IR approaches and, unfortunately, still constitutes a chal-

lenge to science in general and to AI in particular [7].

Among the ones based on the vector space model [8], it is important to point

up the systems that are supported by a thesaurus, like Wordnet [9], that pro-
vides a semantic net of concepts based on the synonymy and the hypernymy

interrelationships. An example of this kind of system is the one proposed in [10]

that uses an index of three numbers to attach to each word of a document its

right lexical concept (called synset in Wordnet). In [11], the onto-matching

algorithm is proposed for matching the words in the query with the words in

the document Obviously, the main handicap of these techniques is to disam-

biguate the words with several meanings [12], using for this purpose a collec-

tion of hand tagged documents that provide for each word its right synset. In
this sense, in [13] is proposed a corpus based algorithm to disambiguate words,
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that considers the probability that certain concepts occur together. Related to

the vector space model but in a different direction of the ones mentioned be-
fore, we can find an IR system [14], that treats the relative synonymy (syn-

onymy between two words respect to a third word) as the basis for the

construction of conceptual vectors.

Concerning to the construction of flexible and adaptive sites, data-mining

techniques and soft computing methodologies play a fundamental role when

building patterns of users, behaviours or web pages. For example, the SCML

clustering algorithm and the Pagegather algorithm [15,16] allow personalized

indexes of web pages to be synthesized from the visitor access patterns (ob-
tained from user access logs). In [17] a system that builds user patterns using

data-mining techniques is proposed; in this case, the patterns are used to adapt

the queries according to the user profile. Another important aspect that has

focused many approaches is the effort in organizing the results produced by the

searchers in a suitable way for the users’ expectations. The STC clustering

algorithm [18] allows the resulting links of a query to be grouped into clusters

obtained from the co-occurrence of words contained in the snippets retrieved

by the search engine. In [19] neural networks (Kohonen maps) have been used
to cluster documents and to retrieve the documents similar to one specified.

Genetic algorithms have been mainly applied to IR for improving document

representation and indexing [20,21] and relevance feedback [22].

Although all of these approaches provide an important improvement for the

results of the IR systems, and as Prof. Zadeh [23] wrote to the the members of

the BISC group, in Internet almost everything is approximate in nature, so

modes of reasoning should be approximate rather than exact and, by this

means, in order to achieve a semantic web, the approximate reasoning capa-
bility of Fuzzy Logic is the fundamental key.

The way that Fuzzy Logic can be applied to IR systems vary quite much

from one systems to others. It can be used for defining flexible query languages

[5,24–26] that allow soft constraints to be defined in the query. It is also highly

useful when evaluating and filtering on the web [27]. In [28] a fuzzy general-

ization of the boolean model is presented, allowing aggregation operators as

linguistic identifiers. Considering partial matching [29] between the terms in the

query and the terms in the document is other frequently use of the fuzzy logic.
It is also used in soft-clustering algorithms such as the SISC algorithm [30]. In

[31] user profiles are fuzzy represented in order to expand user queries. For a

similar purpose, fuzzy ontologies of terms [32] or fuzzy pseudo-thesauri [33,34]

can be used. Conceptual Fuzzy Sets (based on Hopfield networks) are pro-

posed to achieve conceptual matching dealing with context-dependent word

ambiguity [35] and implemented in navigation system for yahoo! [36].

Our work might be included in all the trends mentioned before because, as it

will be described later on, has to manage with natural language processing, it is
based on the vector space model, it uses soft computing methodologies (soft
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clustering algorithms) and, of course, is supported by fuzzy logic for repre-

senting and clustering the web pages.
This work has been focused on two main topics: The definition of a model

(FIS-CRM) for representing the concepts contained in any kind of document

and the construction of a metasearcher (FISS) capable of making clusters of

conceptually related web pages.

In Section 2 FIS-CRM is widely described, making an special effort in ex-

plaining the readjustment process of the term weights of the document vectors.

Its aim is that the weight vectors represent occurrences of concepts instead of

occurrences of words. This fuzzy process is based on the study of the fuzzy
synonymy relationship and the fuzzy generality relationship.

In Section 3 all the processes involved in the resolution of a user query by

the FISS metasearcher are described in detail. Although the term ‘‘meta-

searcher’’ is normally used when referring to search tools that use several

search engines to retrieve web links from different sources and then fuse them

in an only list, the proposed system, FISS, today integrates only one search

engine. Therefore, the term ‘‘metasearcher’’ is used simply to define a search

tool that works above a search engine.
Section 4 contains some examples to show the efficiency of the results ob-

tained with the model and the metasearcher. The best proof of their possibil-

ities is the fact that two documents with no relevant words in common are

considered similar (and included in the same cluster) because of the common

concepts contained in them.

Finally in Section 5, conclusions and future trends are described. As it will

be described later on, the most important future improvement is that, at in-

dexing time, the web crawler apply FIS-CRM to the whole stored web pages
(instead of applying it only to the retrieved ones) in order to make possible to

any search engine to retrieve the web pages that are conceptually related with

the user query.

2. Fuzzy interrelations and synonymy based concept representation model

Standard mechanisms of representing documents are usually based on

considering the frequency of the contained words. Thus, the comparison of

documents is restricted to the co-occurrence of words, not taking into account

the meaning of the involved words.

In order to extract a part of the semantic richness of a document, it is highly

useful to study the interrelations among the contained words. Obviously, this

process is hindered by the natural language ambiguity, which is increased by
the huge variety of language resources, such as polysemy, metaphors, etc.. . .
Therefore, to mitigate these ambiguities it is essential to study the context of

the documents.
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FIS-CRM, the representation model we propose, is based on two main

points:

(a) If a word appears in a document, its synonyms that represent the same con-

cept underly it.

(b) If a word appears in a document, the words that represent a more general

concept underly it.

Although actual soft-computing trends seem to question the usefulness of

the vector space model (VSM) for representing documents, FIS-CRM is based
on this model. In contrast to other models (VSM based) which require a

complex extension of the document vectors to represent the contained concepts

(and consequently an special matching mechanism) [11], the base vector of a

FIS-CRM document is merely a single term weigth vector that is totally

compatible with the standard matching mechanisms of most searchers.

The fundamental basis of FIS-CRM is to ‘‘share’’ the occurrences of a

contained word among the fuzzy synonyms that represent the same concept,

and to ‘‘give’’ a fuzzy weight to the words that represent a more general
concept that the contained one.

To obtain this aim, documents must be first represented by their base weight

vectors (based on the occurrences of the contained words) and afterwards, a

weight readjustment process is made to obtain a new vector (based on concept

occurrences). In this way, a word may have a fuzzy weight in the new vector

even if it is not contained in it, as long as the referenced concept underlies the

document.

To carry out the readjustment, the synonymy and generality fuzzy interre-
lations has to be taken into account.

2.1. Synonymy fuzzy interrelation

Recent studies in the field of synonymy (gathered in [37]) have shown that

the synonymy relation has a fuzzy behaviour in the sense that it is a gradual

relation. So, different measures (jaccard coefficient, cosine coefficient. . .) can be
used to establish the certainty degree of the synonymy interrelation between
two words.

For example, the synonymy degree (SD) between two words A and B could
be calculated using the expression below.

SD1ðA;BÞ ¼
Number of synonyms held in common by A and B

Number of total synonyms of A and B
ð1Þ

In this case, the degree represents how synonym is B respect to A, and SDðB;AÞ
represents how synonym is A respect to B.
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The fuzzy synonymy degrees between every pair of synonyms (in Spanish

language) obtained with this expression are available in a fuzzy synonymy
dictionary [37].

As it can be observed, the synonymy relationship obtained with this ex-

pression is symmetrical, and do not consider the number of meanings of the

involved words. So, in this work, in order to take account of it and to get a non

symmetrical relationship (assuming that it is the real behaviour of this rela-

tionship) the expression has been adapted to this one:

SD2ðA;BÞ ¼
SD1ðA;BÞ

Number of meanings of A
ð2Þ

For example, assuming that word A has two meanings, with this formula, the
measure of how synonym is B respect to A, SD(A;B), will take into consider-
ation the probability (0.5 in this case) of word B to be a synonym of word A in
the context of the document (as the word A could refer to a different meaning
than B’s one).
On the other hand, the synonymy relationship is not transitive, unless strong

words were involved. Only in this case, if C is synonym of B and B is synonym
of A, we can affirm that C is synonym of A.
The vector readjustment made using the synonymy interrelation is hindered

by the fact that there are lots of polysemic words (words with several mean-

ings). In this work these words are called ‘‘weak’’ words, whereas words with

just one meaning are called ‘‘strong’’ words.

Depending on the types of words involved we can distinguish two types
of readjustment: Readjustment between strong words and document context

dependent readjustment.

2.1.1. Readjustment between strong words

It is applied whenever a strong word appears in a document and a synonym

of this, which is also strong, appears in other document of the retrieved col-

lection of documents.

For example, assuming that ‘‘car’’ appears twice in the document D1 and
‘‘automobile’’ appears three times in the document D2 (both words are strong
synonyms), the corresponding base vectors (ignoring all the others words

contained in them and before making any readjustment) would be these ones:

Car Automobile Car Automobile

 2   0  0    3D1 D2

Now, if we we use a typical function (like the one showed in Fig. 3) to get a
measure of the similarity of both documents, there would not be any similarity

at all between these documents (as 2 · 0+ 0 · 3 gives 0 co-occurrences), al-
though they contain two words that represent the same concept.
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SimilarityðD1;D2Þ ¼
XN
i

weightðti;D1Þ � weightðti;D2Þ ð3Þ

where

• ti: Each one of the terms in the document N -vectors.

Assuming that both words have only one meaning and they have not other

synonyms, the synonymy degree between them is 1, and the readjustment is

made using the expression below:

WeightðxÞ ¼ CðxÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

T ðxÞ

s
ð4Þ

where

• CðxÞ is the number of occurrences of all the words that represent the same
concept that the word �x’.

• T ðxÞ is the number of words that represent the same concept than �x’.

Using this expression, the occurrence of the concept (vehicle moved on

wheels. . .) is shared among the words that represent that concept. The expres-
sion uses the square root as a way of getting the expected co-occurrences when

comparing the documents with an expression (Fig. 3) that is based on a sum of
products. So, after making the readjustment the vectors would be like these:

Car AutomobileCar Automobile

1.414  1.414 2.121  2.121D1 D2

With these vectors, when comparing the documents (with the similarity
function of Fig. 3), you will get 6 co-occurrences (obtained by 1.414 ·
2.121+ 1.141 · 2.121) as we wished (2 occurrences of the concept in D1 and 3

occurrences of the concept in D2 must produce 6 co-occurrences).

2.1.2. Document context dependent readjustment

This kind of readjustment is applied whenever a weak word and a strong

synonym of it appear in a document. To illustrate what happens when a word

(‘‘table’’ in this case) has several meanings (weak word), let us consider this vector:

Desk Table Chart

   0              1               0

The corresponding document of this vector contains the word ‘‘table’’ but,

contrary to what we have made in the before example, we can not share the
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occurrences of the word ‘‘table’’ among its strong synonyms (‘‘desk’’ and

‘‘chart’’) because its meaning in this document is not clearly defined.
Other case would be if the document also contained the word ‘‘desk’’, be-

cause we could consider (assuming some risk) that the word ‘‘table’’ would

refer to the same meaning as ‘‘desk’’.

The vector (before readjustment) would be this one:

Desk Table Chart

   1 1               0

Now, we share the occurrences of ‘‘table’’ with its strong synonym ‘‘desk’’

that refers to their common meaning. In this case, when sharing the concept

occurrences, the weight of the strong word (desk) should increase and the

weight of the weak word (table) should decrease, in order to increase the

similarity of this document with other documents containing the concept as-
sociated to the word ‘‘desk’’.

The readjustment is made using these expressions:

WeightðsiÞ ¼ CðiÞ þ CðwÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
SDðw; siÞ
1þ SDSum

r

WeightðwÞ ¼ CðwÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1

1þ SDSum

r ð5Þ

where

• CðwÞ is the number of occurrences of the weak word w.
• CðsiÞ is the number of occurrences of the strong word s (synonym of w), that
is also present in the document.

• SDSum ¼ SDðsi;wÞ for all the strong synonyms ðsiÞ of w that appear in the
document.

We can observe that, with these formulae, the weight of the weak word �w’
(‘‘table’’ in the example) gets decreased in favour of the strong words si (‘‘desk’’
in this case) contained in the document. The devaluation is obtained as the new
weight of the weak word is inversely proportional to the sum of the similarity

degree of the strong words (that will take a ‘‘piece’’ of this weight), which is

totally consistent to the fact that each strong word increases its weight pro-

portionally to its synonymy degree with the weak word. So, assuming that

SDðdesk; tableÞ ¼ 0:5 and SDðtable; deskÞ ¼ 1, we get this new vector:
Desk Table Chart

1.577      0.816            0

With this vector, the document will increase its similarity with other docu-

ments that contain the word ‘‘desk’’, decreasing its similarity with the ones
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that, despite containing the word ‘‘table’’, had not their meaning clearly

defined.

2.2. Fuzzy ontological interrelation

Besides synonymy, there are other types of interrelations that allow us to

improve the knowledge about the semantic content of a document. Although

considering as much fuzzy interrelations as possible could be useful in order to

exploit the semantic component of a document, in the system we present in this

paper, the ones that have been considered are the generality interrelations:
‘‘broader than’’ and ‘‘narrower than’’, which are usually implemented in on-

tologies or hierarchical classifications of words. So, in this paper an ontology

may be considered as a set of related trees where each node represents a word.

In these trees, node A is descendant of node B if the word A is ‘‘more concrete
than’’ or ‘‘narrower than’’ the word B, or if the word B is ‘‘more general than’’
or ‘‘broader than’’ the word A.
Obviously, the generality relationship is not symmetrical, but it can be

considered to satisfy the transitivity property when the chain of words belong
to the same ontology.

Widyantoro and Yen [32] propose an algorithm to automatically obtain

ontologies from a collection of selected documents about a concrete field (the

construction of a generic ontology is widely refused). This algorithm also al-

lows us to get a fuzzy measure of the generality degree between each pair of

words contained in the document collection, using this expression:

GDðA;BÞ ¼ Number of co-occurrences of A and B
Number of occurrences of B

ð6Þ

In this work, the fuzzy interrelation of generality is used by the FISS tool for

a completely different purpose to the one given by Widyantoro and Yen.

Other interesting approaches on fuzzy associations and their application to
information retrieval are the ones proposed by Miyamoto [33,34]. In this case,

the fuzzy associations are kept in fuzzy pseudo-thesauri.

2.2.1. Vector readjustment due to the generality interrelation

This type of readjustment makes possible that a word A, not contained in a
document, gets a weight if a word B (narrower than A) is present in the doc-
ument. In this case, the readjustment made is linear and proportional to the

generality degree between A and B.
For example, the vector of a document that contains the strong word

‘‘football’’ but not the word ‘‘sport’’ would be like this:

Football Sport

  2               0
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In this way, this document would not be retrieved by a query with the word

‘‘sport’’. Assuming that the word ‘‘football’’ is ‘‘narrower than’’ the word ‘‘sport’’
with a certainty degree of 0.4 (i.e.), the vector would be readjusted this way:

Football Sport

  2             0.8

By this means, this document could be retrieved using a query with the word
‘‘sport’’ and, what is used for in this work, it will get its similarity with other

‘‘sport documents’’ increased.

As it occurs with synonymy, to make this kind of readjustment we must take

into account the word types, being necessary to consider the context when

weak words are involved. In this sense, assuming that the different meanings of

a word belong to different fields, and assuming the availability of a term on-

tology for each one of this fields, a weak word is readjusted using the ontology

that is associated to the document. Identifying the ontology associated to a
document may be a simple task of comparison the words in the document with

the words in each ontology, and could be made at indexing time.

2.3. Weights readjustment algorithm

The readjustment process of the base vector weights is carried out by an

iterative process that is repeated until no changes in the vector are produced.

So, for each one of the contained words in the document, the corresponding

formula (depending of the kind of word) is applied in order to get its new

weight and the weight of its synonyms and more general words.

This process is supported by an auxiliary matrix that avoid to repeat a re-
adjustment between the same pair of words. The restrictions defined on the two

types of synonymy readjustment avoid undesired transitive synonyms to be

applied (as the formulae are only applied when the involved words are strong

or when the document context lets identify the right meaning), while transitive

chains of applications of the generality readjustment are applied until the top

word node of the tree is reached. That is, if the word A is contained in the
document and B is more general word than A, B will get a weight (proportional
to their generality degree), and if B has a more general word, C, this latest one
will get a weight too, and so on until the most general word.

3. FISS: Fuzzy Interrelations and Synonymy based Searcher

FISS has been the first application of the FIS-CRM model and is charac-

terized by the following aspects (Fig. 1):
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• It generates alternative queries (from the original query) using a fuzzy syn-

onymy dictionary.

• It uses the services of other searcher (Google in this case) to look for the

links to web pages.

• It constructs a conceptual vision of the documents using for this purpose:

the snippets returned by Google, the fuzzy synonymy dictionary and the
fuzzy ontologies and, of course, using FIS-CRM for representing the

documents.

• It dynamically groups the retrieved documents using a soft clustering algo-

rithm that considers the co-occurrence of concepts, labelling the resulting

clusters with their more relevant concepts.

The detailed search process showed in Fig. 2 is divided into the following

steps:

1. Generation of new queries. Alternative queries are generated from the syn-

onyms of the words in the query. Each one of these queries has the same

number of terms than the original query, and is constructed from the com-

bination of the original terms and their synonyms (keeping the boolean op-

erators specified in the original query). Each one of the new queries has a

fuzzy compatibility degree with the original query that is calculated from

the synonymy degree between the words included in it and the words spec-
ified in the original query (obviously the original one is also considered and

it has a compatibility degree of 1). The value is obtained using a T-norm

(product in this case).

2. Processing queries and obtaining snippets. The generated queries are sent to

Google and afterwards the snippets of the documents are extracted from

the returned HTML code.

3. Constructing an index of words that includes all the words included in the

snippets. At this step, words are pre-processed, excluding the ones in a stop

FISS Google FISS

Synonymy
Dictionary

Word Ontologies

query A queries snippets
Groups of
web pages

Fig. 1. Global search process.
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list, converting them into lower case form, changing them into to singular

form, considering the phrases put between quotes as individual items, etc.. . .
4. Constructing the synonymy and the ontology matrixes, which store the synon-
ymy degree and the generality degree between every pair of words in the

index.

5. Representing the snippets as vectors. The weight of each term is proportional

to the number of occurrences.

6. Readjustment of the vectors weights using FIS-CRM.

Word Index

snippets

Readjusted
Vectors

Word
Ontology

Synonymy
Dictionary

Similarity
Matrix

Groups of web pages 
conceptually related

New
queries

Synonymy and 
Ontology
Matrixes

4

2

3

4

4

5

6

7

8

Document
Vectors

6

1

Original query

1

Fig. 2. Detailed search process.
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7. Generating the similarity matrix that stores the similarity degree between

every pair of documents in the collection.

SimilarityðD1;D2Þ

¼
PN

i weightðti;D1Þ � weightðti;D2Þ � rarelyðtiÞ
sizeðD1Þ � sizeðD2Þ � PositionFactor

The similarity function contemplates the co-occurrence of words and

phrases, size of the snippets, rarely of words and the co-occurrence of

concepts (in an implicit way). If the PositionFactor would not have been

included, two documents with the same words, but in different positions,

should take a similarity of 1. So, the PositionFactor is a value that can only
reach the value of 1 when the words in both documents have the same

position.Taking the stored positions of the words in the documents from the

index, it is possible to match phrases in both documents, and so calculating

this factor.

8. Generation of groups of web pages conceptually related. In this step, groups

are also labelled with the words that represent the concepts inside the groups

documents.

FISS metasearcher implements a clustering algorithm that, although it is

based on the SISC algorithm [30], has been adapted to optimize the resulting

groups and to be able to get a hierarchical structure of groups. This algorithm

is characterized by creating an initial number (automatically calculated) of

centroid clusters, followed by an iterative process that includes each document

in the clusters whose average similarity is upper than the threshold of similarity

(automatically calculated, but user specified if wanted). The threshold is cal-

culated from the average similarity between each document to all the clusters
and its maximum similarity to a cluster. The algorithm also consider merging

clusters and removing documents for clusters when their average similarity

decreases under the threshold. In order to get a hierarchical structure, big

clusters and the bag cluster (formed by the less similar documents) are re-

processed with the same method. Concerning the characteristics of the ob-

tained results:

• The whole collection of documents retrieved can be considered as a fuzzy set
that is formed by the documents that would have been obtained using the

original query and the ones obtained from the generated queries. The first

ones’ membership degree to the fuzzy set is 1, and the second ones have a

membership degree that is equal to the compatibility degree of the query that

produced them with the original query.

• The resulting clusters can be considered as fuzzy sets, so each one of the

documents retrieved has a membership degree (obtained from an average
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similarity degree) to each one of these clusters. To make the solution easy to

understand, the documents that have a membership degree to a cluster lower
than the similarity threshold are not included in this cluster.

Ranking criterion. When presenting the links of each cluster to the user, the

membership degree of each snippet to the cluster can be used as a ranking

criterion. In this sense, it is important to remark that the ranking information

provided by the search engine could also be combined with this value.

4. Tests and validation

FISS actual version uses a Spanish synonyms dictionary and a Spanish

gastronomic ontology. The dictionary was obtained from the one provided by

Dr. Fern�aandez [37] and the ontology was constructed from a collection of web
pages about gastronomy using the method proposed in [32].

The tests made with the metasearcher FISS have produced interesting results

as we will show using the example of a query with the word ‘‘jud�ııas’’ (Spanish
word with two meanings: ‘‘beans’’ and ‘‘Jewish’’). Fig. 3 shows the snippet of

one of the retrieved links (a recipe of ‘‘beans soup with bacon’’):
Fig. 4 allows to compare the vector weights before and after applying FIS-

CRM. We can see that some words, like ‘‘hortaliza’’ (vegetable), have got a

weight (that they had not before) because of their ontological relation with the

word ‘‘berza’’ (cabbage). On the other hand, ‘‘panceta’’ (bacon) has taken a

weight at the expense of ‘‘tocino’’, whose weight is decreased (‘‘panceta’’ and

‘‘tocino’’ are synonyms of bacon). The same situation occurs between the

words ‘‘berza’’ and ‘‘col’’, both Spanish synonyms of ‘‘cabbage’’.

Fig. 5 shows the semantic expansion produced when readjusting the vector
(the area represents the not contained words that have got a weight).

The best way to test the consequences of applying FIS-CRM is to calculate

the similarity between two documents (with the same similarity function) in

two ways: The first one using the base vectors of the documents and the other

one using the readjusted vectors. The result of this comparison is that, in some

cases, the similarity increases using the readjusted vectors, but other times the

similarity decreases. The first case is due to the fact that the semantic expansion

suffered by the documents has come one close to the other, and in the second

Crema de garbanzos o de alubias
.. Garbanzos o lubias Costilla y tocino de cerdo Huesos de...
garbanzos con sal, la costilla, el  tocino y la berza. Sacamos la costilla y 
el tocino y trituramos el ...
teleline.terra.es/personal/aiolozil/r30.htm - 8k -En caché - Páginas similares

Fig. 3. Snippet of a retrieved document.
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case, the weights depreciation occurred when weak synonyms are involved

(supported by the context) makes the meaning of the documents being farther.

Fig. 6 shows one of the groups of links obtained at the end of the process.

This group contains eight conceptually related documents, although only

three of them are shown in the main page. They all refer to Jewish people, as it
is one of the meanings of the word ‘‘jud�ııas’’. At the top of Fig. 6 we can see the
words used to label the group. The number in brackets that follows each word

means the number of documents in the group that contain the concept that this

word represents (but the word itself may not be present).

This group also allows us to test that one document may belong to more

than one group, as it happens with the one titled ‘‘Indice de recetas jud�ııas’’
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Fig. 4. Vector weights before and after the readjustment.
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Fig. 5. Semantic expansion of a document.
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(catalogue of Jewish recipes) which is also included in a group (not shown) of

recipes with beans.

To show the effectiveness of the semantic expansion produced by the re-
adjustment let us consider the pair of snippets below (Fig. 7).

The first snippet is about a recipe of ‘‘Alubias con chorizo’’ (beans with a

Spanish exquisite kind of pork sausage) and the second one is about a recipe of

‘‘Pochas con panceta’’ (beans with bacon). Both documents do not have in

common any relevant word, and due to this, a basic similarity function would

not produce any similarity at all. But if we apply FIS-CRM to the documents

(readjusting their weights), they get a similarity degree of 0.3. This is due to the

synonymy interrelation among ‘‘jud�ııas’’, ‘‘alubias’’ and ‘‘pochas’’ and above
all, because of the ontologic interrelation between ‘‘panceta’’ and ‘‘chorizo’’

Chef Uri : Entremetier. Alubias con Chorizo
... Alubias con Chorizo. sal; pimienta Poner las alubias en remojo la noche 
anterior. Ponerlas en una olla cubiertas con agua y cocerlas junto con el 
chorizo. En ... 
www.chefuri.com/java/entre/alubiasconchorizo.htm

Pochas con panceta. Recetas. Especial Gastronomía. EL CORREO ... 
... EL MENÚ / RECETAS Pochas con panceta. Ingredientes para dos 
raciones: 300 g. de pochas; 150 g. de panceta de cerdo ibérico ahumada; 1
tomate; 1 pimiento verde ... 
www.diario-elcorreo.es/gastronomia/recetas/receta290700.html

Fig. 7. Two conceptually related snippets.

www.hebreos.net/Cocina/

Nota aparecida en el Diario "El País" - España
... Cartas Judias www.hebreos.net correo@hebreos.net #hebreos
(www.undernet.org) Unir a los judíos hispanohablantes del mundo es el 
objetivo de esta lista de ... 
www.hebreos.net/Info/elpais0700.htm

seder
... Fiestas Judías. 1- El "Seder" (orden), la "Cena Pascual", es la gran comida 
de Rey que celebran los judíos el día primero de la Pascua, donde Jesús ... 
biblia.com/catolicos/seder.html

Mostrar Todas las Páginas del Grupo 0

Grupo Nº0 Cantidad de páginas:8

israeli(8) hebreo(8)   judia(7) fiestas(3) gastronomia(3) 

Indice de Recetas Judías
Click here! Discount Travel Hebreos Net -Cocina Hebreos Net, 
Recetas de la cocina judía. Beiguelej; ...  

Fig. 6. Group produced by FISS.
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with ‘‘cerdo’’ (pork), as we consider the words ‘‘panceta’’ and ‘‘chorizo’’ nar-

rower than the word ‘‘cerdo’’.

5. Conclusions and future work

Despite the identification and representation of concepts being nowadays an

utopia, the model introduced in this work (FIS-CRM) allows us to get, at least,

a part of the potential semantic richness that underlies in every document.

The main aspect of this model is that it may be easily integrated in any

searcher since this model provides an extension of the vector space model that

is totally compatible with the standard matching algorithms used in most
search engines.

Concerning the model itself, at this moment we are trying to improve some

of its aspects such as managing other type of interrelations and studying more

mechanisms to determine and exploit the context (when managing weak syn-

onyms).

With regards to the metasearcher, there are also lots of aspects capable of

improvement, such as considering more languages, using more ontologies (the

user could choose one when formulating the query), improving the pre-process
of words when indexing (reducing the words to their lexical root), optimizing

the storage requirements and some algorithms and considering the fuzzy de-

formable prototypes [38] for clustering processes.

Anyway, the most important aspect to be considered is to apply FIS-CRM

to all the accessible pages (the ones indexed by the web crawler), instead of

applying it to the retrieved ones.

Thus, any search engine that integrates the FIS-CRM readjustment mech-

anism when indexing, will be able to retrieve the pages ‘‘conceptually related’’
to the ones included in the query and what is more important, not having to

modify the search mechanism and not decreasing the efficiency of the search

process.
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